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Mathematical methodsWe consider the propagation of three-dimensional nonlinear magnetized two-ion-temperature dusty
plasma. The problem formulation of this mathematical model leads to nonlinear extended Zakharov–
Kuznetsov (EZK) dynamical equation in three-dimensional by applying the reductive perturbation theory.
We found the families of dust and ion solitary wave solutions of the three-dimensional nonlinear EZK
dynamical equation using the auxiliary equation mapping method and direct algebraic mapping method.
 2016 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).1. Introduction and problem formulation of derivation EZK
equation
Dusty plasmas are the ionized gases containing small particles
of solid matter since their discovery in laboratory as well as in
space. The nonlinear propagation of such waves can give rise to
the formation of solitons with negative or positive wave ampli-
tudes, which has potential applications in astrophysical and space
environments as well as in laboratory and technological studies
[1]. Furthermore, electrostatic solitary waves have been observed
in several regions, including the Earths magnetotail, solar wind,
and polar magnetosphere [1]. Solitary waves and solitons repre-
sent one of the interesting and famous aspects of nonlinear phe-
nomena in spatially extended systems. They appear as specific
types of localized solutions of various nonlinear partial differential
equations and possess several important properties [2]. Extended
Zakharov–Kuznetsov equation used to describe the nonlinear
dust-ion-acoustic waves in the magnetized two-ion-temperature
dusty plasmas [3–6], or the propagation of the low-frequency
ion-acoustic waves in a dense quantum magneto-plasma, or the
obliquely propagating higher-order dispersion electron-acousticsolitary waves in a magnetized interactionless plasma. Some
numerical and analytical studies have been conducted on extended
Zakharov–Kuznetsov equation [7–10]: the explosive and periodic
solutions have been obtained, existence and instability of the prop-
agating solitary wave solutions have been simulated numerically,
the conserved quantities and one-soliton solutions have been given
via the mapping and Ansatz methods and Lie Group analysis, the
symmetry solutions and reductions have been investigated, and
some analytical solutions have been obtained [11–18].
The nonlinear propagation of dust-ion-acoustic solitary waves
and shocks in a four component dusty plasma consisting of dust
particles which are extremely massive and usually negatively
charged, electrons, high-temperature ions and low temperature
ions in the presence of an external magnetic filed M. The dynamics
of the propagation dust-ion-acoustic waves such as plasma are
governed by the fluid equations (the normalized fluid equations
of continuity and motion and system is closed by Poisson’s equa-
tion) as
r r/ ¼ 4pe
XN
j¼1





þr  ðndjudjÞ ¼ 0; ð2Þ
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ne ¼ mexp sb1/ð Þ; nil ¼ llexp s/ð Þ; nih ¼ mhexp sb2/ð Þ; ð4Þ
where / is the electrostatic potential; udj is the velocity of the jth
dust grain; udj; vdj and wdj are the velocities of the dust grain flow
along x; y and z directions, respectively; t refers to the time; ndj is
the number density of the jth dust grain; ne; nil and nih represent
the number density of electrons, low-temperature ions and high-
temperature ions, respectively; at equilibrium, the charge neutrality
can be given as nil0 þ nih0 ¼
PN
j¼1nd0jZdj þ ne0, where nd0j is the equi-
librium number density of the jth dust grain; Zdj is the charge of the
jth dust grain divided by the electron charge e;ne0;nilo and niho refer
to the equilibrium number densities of electrons, low-temperature
ions and high-temperature ions, respectively; mdj are masses of N
different species of dust grain. And m ¼ ne0=ðZd0NtotÞ; b1 ¼ Til=Te;
b2 ¼ Tih=Te; s ¼ Teff =Te; Teff ¼ Zd0Ntotðne0=Te þ nilo=Til þ niho=TihÞ;
ll ¼ nil0=ðZd0NtotÞ; lh ¼ nih0=ðZd0NtotÞ; Te; Til and Tih refer to the tem-
peratures for electrons, lower and higher temperature for ions; Zd0




Assumed that the linear dispersion relation as
udj ¼ u0ek1xþk2yþk3zxt; vdj ¼ v0ek1xþk2yþk3zxt; wdj ¼ w0ek1xþk2yþk3zxt;
where k1, k2 and k3 are the wave numbers in the x; y; z directions,
respectively, om refers the frequency of the linear wave. Using
the reductive perturbation technique and transformations, the
new stretching coordinates (space and time) of the scale are given
as
x1 ¼ 1=2x; y1 ¼ 1=2y; z1 ¼ 1=2ðz v0tÞ; t1 ¼ 3=2t; ð5Þ
where u0 is the phase velocity of the wave along the x-direction;  is
a small expansion parameter proportional to the amplitude of the
perturbation which characterizes the strength of the nonlinearity
of the system. To obtain the dimensional nonlinear EZK dynamical
equation, expand the fluid velocity, density and electrostatic poten-
tial in power series of . By applying the reduction perturbation
method from Eqs. (1)–(4) and new scaling (5), then the collecting
coefficients of lowest order of , by eliminating the second order
quantities from Eqs. (1)–(4), and using the expressions for the first
order quantities (5), can be reduced the three-dimensional nonlin-




























u0s2ðmb1  ll  lhb22Þ;
B ¼ u0
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where x; y; z and t represent the partial derivatives, A is the nonlin-
ear coefficient, B and C are the dispersion coefficients. Consider the
traveling wave solutions as
/ðx; y; z; tÞ ¼ /ðhÞ; and h ¼ k1xþ k2yþ k3zxt; ð7Þ
where k1; k2; k3 and x are wave numbers and frequency. Then Eq.
(6) becomes
x/0 þ Ak1//0 þ Bk31/ð3Þ þ Ck1ðk22 þ k23Þ/ð3Þ ¼ 0: ð8Þ2. Families of solitary wave solutions
We found the families of solitary wave solutions for the nonlin-
ear three-dimensional extended ZK dynamical equation by apply-
ing the extended direct algebraic mapping and extended sech-
tanh function methods. The different values for the electrostatic
potential / give different analytic solutions of Eq. (6), which gives
the following families:
Families I: By applying the auxiliary equation mapping method,
the nonlinear three-dimensional extended ZK dynamical equation



















where a0; a1; . . . an; b1; . . . bn; c2; . . . cn;d1; . . .dn are arbitrary
constants, the value of FðhÞ and F 0ðhÞ satisfy the followingF 0ðhÞ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pF2ðhÞ þ qF3ðhÞ þ rF4ðhÞ
q
;
F 00ðhÞ ¼ pFðhÞ þ 32 qF2ðhÞ þ 2rF3ðhÞ;
F 000ðhÞ ¼ pþ 3qFðhÞ þ 6rF2ðhÞ
 
F 0ðhÞ;
Fð4ÞðhÞ ¼ 12 FðhÞ 2p2 þ 15pqFðhÞ þ 5ð3q2 þ 8prÞ





Balancing the highest order nonlinear term and the highest
order linear partial derivative term in Eq. (8) yields the value of
m ¼ 2. The solution of Eq. (6) takes the form









Substitute Eq. (11) into Eq. (8) and collect coefficients of
F 0jðhÞFiðhÞðj ¼ 0;1; i ¼ 0;1;2;3; . . .nÞ, then set each coefficient equal
to zero to derive a set of over-determined algebraic equations. By
solving this system, the parameters a0; a1; a2; b1; b2; c2; d1; d2 can








a2 ¼  3Bq
2ðk21þCk22þCk23Þ




Substituting from Eqs. (12) into (11), the electrostatic potential



































qþcosh ﬃﬃpp ðk1xþk2yþk3zxsÞþh0½ 
 2
ð14Þ










þcosh ﬃﬃpp ðk1xþk2yþk3zxsÞþh0½  
rþsinh ﬃﬃpp ðk1xþk2yþk3zxsÞþh0½ 
 





þcosh ﬃﬃpp ðk1xþk2yþk3zxsÞþh0½  
rþsinh ﬃﬃpp ðk1xþk2yþk3zxsÞþh0½ 
 2
ð15Þ
Families II: By applying the direct algebraic mapping method,
the nonlinear three-dimensional extended ZK dynamical equation



















where a0; a1; . . . an; b1; . . . bn; c2; . . . cn; d1; . . . dn are arbitrary con-
stants, the value of FðhÞ and F 0ðhÞ satisfy the following
F 0ðhÞ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pF2ðhÞ þ qF4ðhÞ þ rF6ðhÞ
q
;
F 00ðhÞ ¼ pFðhÞ þ 2qF3ðhÞ þ 3rF5ðhÞ;
F 000ðhÞ ¼ pþ 6qF2ðhÞ þ 15rF4ðhÞ
 
F 0ðhÞ;






Balancing the highest order nonlinear term and the highest
order linear partial derivative term in Eq. (8) yields the value of
m ¼ 4. The solution of Eq. (6) takes the form

















Substitute Eq. (18) into Eq. (16) and collect coefficients of
F 0jðhÞFiðhÞðj ¼ 0;1; i ¼ 0;1;2;3; . . .nÞ, then set each coefficient equal
to zero to derive a set of over-determined algebraic equations. By
solving this system, the parameters a0; a1; a2; a3; a4; b1; b2,
b3; b4; c2; c3; c4; d1; d2; d3; d4 can be determined as.
Case I
a0 ¼  xAk1 ; a1 ¼ 0; a2 ¼ 
3qx
2Ak1p
; a3 ¼ 0; a4 ¼  3rxAk1p ;
c2 ¼ c4 ¼ 0;





















ﬃﬃﬃﬃpp ðk1xþk2yþk3zxsÞþh0½  2
12Bpk1ðk21 þ Cðk22 þ k23ÞÞðq2  4prÞ þxq2  24pBk1ðk21 þ Cðk22 þ k23ÞÞ
p
cos 2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃpp ðk1xþ k2yþ k3zxsÞ þ h0	 
 2q ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃq2  4prp ð6Bpk1ðk21 þ Cðk22
sin 2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃpp ðk1xþ k2yþ k3zxsÞ þ h0	 
þ ðq2  4prÞx sin2 2 ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃpp ðk1xþ	a0 ¼  xAk1 ; a1 ¼ a3 ¼ 0; a2 ¼ 
6Bqðk21þCðk22þk23ÞÞ
A ;
b1 ¼ b2 ¼ b3 ¼ b4 ¼ 0;
a4 ¼  12Brðk
2
1þCðk22þk23ÞÞ







A ; p ¼  x4Bk1ðk21þCðk22þk23ÞÞ
ð20Þ
Substituting Eqs. 19,20 into (9), the electrostatic potential
of Eq. (6) can be obtained as a ion-acoustic solitarywave solutions as:
Case I
/1ðx; y; z; tÞ ¼ x2Ak1q2











2 ðk1xþ k2yþ k3zxsÞ þ h0
h i
ð21Þ
/2ðx; y; z; tÞ ¼ x
2Ak1pð4prq2Þ qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
q24pr
p cosh 2 ﬃﬃpp ðk1xþk2yþk3zxsÞþh0½ 
 2









p ðk1xþ k2yþ k3zxsÞ þ h0
	 











p ðk1xþ k2yþ k3zxsÞ þ h0
	 

ð22Þ/3ðx;y;z;tÞ¼ xﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃp ﬃﬃﬃﬃp 2
Ak1 q q24prsin 2 pðk1xþk2yþk3zxsÞþh0½ 
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where i ¼ 1;2;3. The sufficient condition for ion acoustic solitary
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